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Faculty satisfied with salaries

Disinterest in bargaining seen
Editor's note: The following is the
first of a two-part series on faculty
collective
bargaining
at
Ohio
universities and the current status of
such a program here.
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
University faculty members do not
seem to be mobilizing in support ol a
Collective
bargaining
system
foi
contract
negotiations
despite
a
growing
interest
among
theit
colleagues at othei Ohio universities to
do so.

incentive

how much money is available loi
faculty
fees,
the Committee on
Academic Budgets recommends what
percentage of the available money
each college will receive It is then up
to the individual colleges to determine

"With lived scales, merit comes Into
play only when renewal oi filing
comes rip It somebodv 'silt doing
well, you lire him. It is a characteristic
ol universities fot no uniformity lobe
exhibited in the way people spend
their lime. Different people make
different
contributions
and
the
profession looks foi ways lo encourage
incentive." I)i. llalpem said.
However,
the
adoption of
a
collective baigaining system would not

faculty,
pay
scale-.
Dr.
Givens
explained
He said that collective bargaining
processes, on the other hand, could
lesult in fixed pay scales.
Another disadvantage of collective
bargaining, according to Di Givens. is
that fixed pay scales give the least
productive
and
mosl
productive

Following precedent! set al Wayne
State University and (be University of

instructors
the
same amount
ol
compensation with no provisions foi

Cincinnati, the faculty of Kent State
University in October passed by a
narrow margin a decision to appiove a
collective bargaining nun IS tlion agent

incentive In performance
Dr. Sheldon llalpem. vice provost

necessarily mean the adopt ion of fixed
pay scales, Dr llalpem said.
He
noted
that
Wayne
Stale
University in Detroit. Mich., uses a
collective bargaining agent, but their
actual contract negotiation processes
are sinulai 10 the one here

for faculty affairs, agreed that fixed
pay scales could lend to diminish

DR.HALPERN said that he believes

there has been no tnajoi effort to
change the system at the University
because most faculty members believe
they receive sufficiently tair treatment
and could not improve then situation
substantially
through
collective
bargaining,
"It the nine ever COOKS when they
feel they aie not being treated fairly
they'll
change
the
system." Dr
llalpem said.
Eckman agreed thai most faculty
members are satisfied with their
salaries but noted that there have been
some piotests ol contract decisions,
"Mosl cases
protesting
tenure
decisions have come to the attention
of the AAUP this year than ever
before. If this trend continues, we
possibly may see the enieigence ol a
collective bargaining

group

here."

in further contract negotiations
The United Professional Faculty
Association, the designated agent, was
formed by the merges ol die American
Association ol University Professors
(AAUP) and the National tdiiation
Association (NEA).
ALTHOUGH the

AAUP

ami

the

NEA
are
both
strong
faculty
organization! on tins campus, neithet
are working foi a collective bargaining
system henaccording to AAUP
President Maltha tckin.in. assistant
professoi of English
Ecknian said that she sees no need
fot change as long as faculty member!
as a whole aie satisfied with the
present system.
Undei 'he present svstcm no single
group has the iuthor<l) to represent
the faculty in negotiations AAUP and
NEA act
in a strictly advisory

Unseasonably warm weather lures many sludenls out of doors
ami even walking back after dinner is a treat. (Newsphoto by Ed
Suba)

capacity, according to Eckntan
Dt. Stuart Givens, professoi ol
history and president of faculty
Senate, said that the pay rate lystem
in use at the University is similar to
one practiced i>y the management of
industry.
Aftei a determination is made of

Student group handles
off-campus problems
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Tenant-landlord disputes and other
off-campus
housing
complaints
dominate calls to the yeaiold Student
Consumer Union.
"Right now. about half have been
about landlord-tenant problems." said
Marcia Pastor, sophomore (Kl I.and a

Weather
Cloudy
with
showers
and
thundershowers likely today and
tonight. High today in the mid to
upper 60s. low tonight in the 40s.
Partly
cloudy
and
cooler
tomorrow. high in the upper 40s
and
50s.
Probability
of
precipitation 60 per cent today
and 70 per cent tonight.

member Ol the consumer
complaint department

union's

PROBLEMS range from contract
disputes and lack of heat to ipsect
problems. Paslor explained. "But in
most cases the landlord and tenant not
understanding one another is what it
amounts to." she sard.
Mail order merchandise that never
arrives also receives a high proportion
of student complaints. The consume!
union
also
is
conducting
an
investigation
into a dry cleaning
business that allegedly damaged a
student's shirt.
Signing a formal complaint form is
the first step in filing a complaint with
the consumer union. A copy of the

and

a

Rhodes orders study
of mental institutions
THE REPORT contended employes
regularly beal patients, have sexual
relations with
patients and steal
pharmacy supplies at the northern

COLUMBUS
(API - An
Investigation of abuse of some of the
ld.000
patients al
Slate
mental
institutions was ordered yesterday by
Gov James Rhodes.
"We must be able lo guarantee the
rights and safety of the individuals
who aie undeigoing tieatiueiii in oui
mental hospitals." Rhodes said in a

Ohio Institution.
"One
former

Statement. "I ask the public's help in
cleaning up the abuses that obviously
have been occurmg loi several years in
the instilutions "

institutions loi the mentally retarded
and
two
forensic
psycluatiistic
facilities iii Ohio
The patiol is already investigating
allegations
of
patient
abuse
al
Columbus Stale Institute. I.ongview
Slate Hospital and llawlhoinden Stale

bread.
"But we want to gain a rapport
with the merchants." Pastor stressed.
"We're not taking anybody's side until
we hear both sides "
The consume! union operates on a
SI .000 budget provided by general Ice
money

and

a

grant

from

the

President's Fund.
The union's office is in 405 Student
Services Bldg and inquiries can be
made by calling 3724)238

Jaskulski

Finance
Committee,
conducted
healings on the problems al longview
lasl month when he w-as told of
incidents ol patient abuse and neglect.
medication Improperly administered
and Inadequate stalling and funding. A
sinulai

healing

was

conducted

graduate

A proposal to create a piogiam in
film
studies,
submitted
by
the
University Film Committee, received
its Irrst reading in Academic Council

yesterday.
Council

took

no

action

on

the

proposed program which calls for an
interdisciplinary
approach to film
studies and the establishment of a
major and minor degree in film study
Based in the College of Arts and
Sciences, die film studies program

priority al this time is to
our mental institutions
of the small criminal
is responsible foi abuse

would include
departments.

of patients." he said.
Four men have been indicted on
various charges in Franklin County in

courses from several
including
speech.

popular culture, journalism. English
and
industrial
education
and
technology.
A creative/technical Hack and a

connection with the Columbus State
probe. The Summit County prosecutor
has taken a patrol report on conditions
al llawlhoinden lo a grand jury.
The Deparlmcnt of Mental Health
and
Menial
Retardation,
which
oversees
the
mental
institutions,
released a partial report by the patrol
last month on Hawthorndcn:

student

also

Fitzgerald. He explained that the
Fitzgeiald was among 40 freighters
equipped
with
special
weathei
equipment that reported the winds on
the lakes to the Cleveland office every
six hours.
He said another message would have
been due from the freighter al I p.m..
but this was nevei received He noted,
however, that at I p.m. that day the
vessel Arthur M. Anderson, which was
about 10 miles behind the Fitzgerald
in Lake Superior, gave weathei reports
to Coast Guard stations but there was
no record of the Anderson reports
having been received either.
Kennedy said the I p.m. reports
may have gotten "tied up somewhere

assistant professoi of popular culture
and a member of the film committee.
He added that (he departments
involved have "subdued self-imeiest"
lo the pursuit of a coordinated
interdisciplinary
approach to film
studies.
Council
discussed
the
job
opportunities for film studies majors.
Dr.
Marsden
said
the
program
probably would siippoit nioie minors

hisloiy/lhcory/criticism track, bolh
based on a cote area of courses, are

than majors.
The coordination ol film equipment
purchases, film rental and puichascs

included in the pioposcd program.
The administration of the program
would consist of a committee with
representatives from each participating
departmcni. An undergraduate and a

also weie discussed by council.
Film committee membeis were
unable lo supply council with specific
amounts of savings and expenditures
the proposed piogram would entail.

SIX HOURS later at 7 p.m., the
Fitzgerald reported winds northeast at

to four miles, and 10 foot waves.
Kennedy said the Cleveland office
received no further reports from the

in the system."

Composer

Sunset

over

freshman

the

(Music)

campus
to

be

"THIS
REPRESENTS
a major
innovation." said Dr. Michael Marsden.

Hearings continuing
sinking
on
and 10 fool waves, a weather officer
for
the
Great
Lakes
testified
yesterday.
William
Kennedy,
port
meteorological officer foi the Great
Lakes in Cleveland, gave the testimony
at a second day of healings by a Coast
Guard Board of Inquiry seeking to
determine the cause of the Nov. 10
disaster in Lake Superior in which all
29 crewmen were lost.
Kennedy said that the first report
by the Fitzgerald came at 1 p.m.. with
winds north-northeast at 52 knots,
heavy rain, visibility of two to four
miles and waves of 10 feet.

will

The piogram would be organized
under a
diiecloi whose position
initially
would
be
a
part-time
appointment.

A survey of banking services in the
city was completed early ihis quarter.

35 knots, moderate rain, visibility two

in

committee members

statement is sent lo the offending
merchant or landlord Most complaints
arc resolved by compromise in this
preliminary stage, according to Pastor.

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - The last
two weathei tepoils received from the
ore carrier Edmund Fitzgerald on the
day it sank said the winds were up to
52 knots with heavy lo moderate ram

(D-ll.

Toledo yesterday

By Pat Thomas
Staff Reporter

prosecuted.
"THE TOP
remove from
every trace
clement that

Robert

Film studies program
under consideration

THE HIGHWAY Patrol will probe
the I" mental health hospitals, eight

completion
Investigation also is underway into
the feasibility of a student co-op for
basic grocery items such as milk and

told

evidence." the icpoil added

Hospital at Norlhlield.
"Because reports of abuse at othei
institutions also have been received,
we are expanding the Investigation to
all facilities." Rhodes said.
"Any stale employe who is found
lo have criminally abused any patient
in one of our menial facilities will be

food price survey is Hearing

employe

Investigators
that
upon
Ins
employment he was trained by a
fellow psychiatrict aide in how lo beat
patients without leaving any marks 01

Rep

Garfield Heights), chairman of the
education
section ol
the
House

inspires Vicky

compose

a

song

Yerian,
outside

University Hall. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)
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eDiTeniaLS
pertinent forum
evaluates grading
One highly controversial subject at college campuses is the
debate aba it grades and various grading procedures. The University
is no exception. Students and faculty members grumble about the
differences in professors' tests, course material and class
requirements. Homework levels and grading criterion vary, placing
different demands on students enrolled in similar courses.
In an effort to evaluate grading procedures, a pertinent grading
forum comprised of four different sessions was held Tuesday.
Suggestions on im iroving the monitoring of facjlty grading and
the reorganizi lion of latisfact >ry/unsatisfactory grading system and
the drop'add pro.ednre proved especial'y worthwhile. By examining
the existing systems some \olutions to these problems should surface.
Oixcussion ibor.t t.ie need for grades and alternatives to the
traditional g.adirg vstem reveal insight into curr'.'nt grading
problems. A'.houjh t appears that a workable system without
grades is a loi g way off. evaluating the programs is a step in the right
direction.
The grading forum brought students, faculty and administrators
together to determine the validity of grading with interesting and
informative results Feedback from the forum should be taken into
consideration by anyone affected by the grading system.

finalize districting
The Student Government Association (SGA) Elections and
Opini< ns Board must work rapidly and rcsp insibly in drawing up
plans or senatorial districting in winter quarter SGA elections.
Before any districting plans can be put into effect, they must be
approved by the Student Senate at two me.'tings. If plars are not
prcse ued soon there will not be enough time before the elections to
carry out thedis riding programs.
Dividing the ampus into 10 voting districts is an excellent plan
that will prevent SGA domination by any particular group, especially
greek candidates. On and off-campus students will be given the
chai ce to vote for qualified candidates from their respective districts.
The tentative districting program should male SGA a more
representative aid responsive governing b idy. Districting plai s must
be finalized anil approved soon for tin benefit of all concerned
students.

frankenstein lives on
WASHINGTON - Would even the
victims of Francisco Franco's political
torture wish such a dealh on the old
fascist as he is dying'
The drugs that the 30 doctors
reported in attendance have given him
so ulcerted the aged dictator's
gastrointestinal tract he's had to
undergo two operations to have his
guts .cut out.
At this writing, while literally
gallons of blood are being transfused
into him, his physicians arc debating
cutting off one of his legs. He dies a
hacked and dismembered bloody
bundle of tissue and tubes, but such
are the ways of intensive care.
That other celebrated practitioner
of Spanish torture. Torqucmada. must
envy Franco's doctors the power to
prolong life in order to continue to
inflict pain.
LIKE THEM the dread master of
the Inquisition believed that the pain
he inflicted was for the benefit of his
victims. In the intervening centuries
priests have found gentler ways to
minister to the soul but not doctors to
the body.
What happens to people when they
put on the white smock of medicine
An
absorbed
fascination _ with
technique of and for its own sake
wipes out their common sense, their
science and even their humanity.
A remarkable new book by Petci
Singer documents how narrow is the
line in science beiween Di. Einstein
and Dr. Frankenstein. ("Annual
Liberation: A New Ethics lor Our
Treatment of Animals." New York
Review Book, 1975. SIO.)
Singer describes how we ireal our
agricultural as well as our laboratory
animals. The first is so depressmgly
disgusting it may make a vegetarian
out of you. while the second ought to
make you question a scientific way of
work that so objectifies living
creatures that people can sit around
labs, crushing the testicles of living
cats, and believe they are serving the
Goddess of Knowledge.
For his data aboui the treatment ol
laboratory animals Singer relics
exclusively on descriptions of the
experiments by the experimenters
themselves in the technical literature.

HE QUOTES a paper by two
scientists at the Primate Research
Center on their project to induce
depression in baby monkeys by
"allowing baby monkeys to attach to
cloth surrogate mothers who could
become monsters."
The researchers wrote: "The first of
these monsters was a cloth monkey
mother who. upon schedule or
demand, would eject high-pressure
compressed air. It blew the animal's
skin practically off its body. What did
the baby monkey do0 It simply clung
tighter and lighter to the mother,
because a frightened infant clings to its
mother at all costs. We did not achieve
any psychopathology. . . Finally, we
built our porcupine mother. On
command, this mother would eject
sharp brass spikes over all of the
ventral surface of its body. Although
Ihe infants were distressed by these
pointed rebuffs, they simply waited
until the spikes receded and then

L.eiTers_
speakout
This letter, which I have hesitated
to write, concerns the Academic
Calendar Committee.
I was absolutely enraged when they
decided not to observe Presidents Day
and instead, observe Martin Luther
King Day. They based this simply
brilliant decision on the premise that
they didn't think that we ought to
have two Monday holidays in one
quarter.
Well, there aren't even two holidays
listed in the official winter schedule at
all! Can't they read1 Aside from that,
why in the world would the student
body want another holiday two weeks
after returning to school from an
almost month-long break0 I for one.
would much rather have a day off in
mid-quarter.
say.
for
instance
Presidents Day on February 16.
The committee's decision makes no
sense at all I would like very much to
hear a rebuttal from the Calendar

Committee.

X

HE FO10WED US HOrVuE— CAN WE KEEP HIM?'

I'M NOT through yet Their latest,
rather dubious, decision concerning
the Christmas break next year is
another real winner. They are starting
denes early so that the student body
can take a break from Thanksgiving
until Jan. 5 or 6. They claim it will
save energy by not heating the
buildings. But. someone else claims
that the buildings have to be heated
anyway to prevent the pipes from
freezing. Therefore, this new decision
would save no money, which would be
made from possible cuts in heating
costs.
Why can't the Academic Committee
do
something
reasonable
and
constructive for a change? For
instance, why not start school earlier
and get out earlier?This type of action
would benefit most of ihe student

end of imperial presidency
WASIIINGTON-Thc demise of the
"imperial presidency" is turning nut to
be a mixed blessing foi Gerald Ford.
When he took office 15 months ago.
Mr. Ford set out deliberately and
methodically to demonstrate that he
had no need or wish for the trappings
and accouterments of power, real and
psychological, that had made Richard
Nixon and Lyndon Johnson seem
larger than life
Mr. Ford would be a people's
president He dispensed with "Hail to
the Chief!" and ihe silver trumpeters
whenever he could. He asked Congress
for its cooperation, not its homage.
Conscious of his nonelected status,
he pledged to set an example of
presidential humility as a Ford, not a
Lincoln No palace guard would run
the country or defy Capitol Hill. There
would be no accretion of power and
no misuse of executive agencies like
the FBI. the IRS or CIA to exalt the
new man who sat ui the Oval Office.
THE COUNTRY applauded. Mr.
Ford then. In the post-Watergate.
post-Vietnam era, America no longer
would tolerate a chief executive who
wanted to play emperor or even
fither-knows-best.
Now. ironically, the situation of Mr.
Ford seems to have gone full-circle. In
ways large and small, he is deemed by

many to be so plebian a president that
he is encountering serious difficulty in
achieving his governmental and
political objectives.
Recent events attest to his dilemma.
When advisers urged him to be less
easy-going and more forceful. Mr.
Ford responded with a major
administration shake-up.
Instead of reaping applause and newrespect, he
earned only flak.
Newspaper
editorialists
and
commentators, plus the political
critics, have made heroes out of
former Defense Secretary James
Schlesinger and CIA Director William
Colby, finding qualities in these two
that they couldn't detect with a
microscope beforehand.
In Congress, hardly anyone stands
in awe of the White House. Ford
requests for legislation dealing with
energy, taxes, foreign aid and national
defense are ignored, reshaped, or
boldly voted down.
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEES
demand executive documents they
never before dared ask for-end
threaten . Cabinet members with
contempt actions if they refuse to
comply. .
Three times in two weeks, the
Senate has rejected Ford nominees to

federal
boards.
an
almost
unprecedented event.
Even granting legitimate grounds for
such action, the ease and alacrity with
which
the
lawmakers
acted
demonstrates their lack of fear of
White House reprisal.
On the political front, Mr. Ford is
being harassed to the point of
humiliation. Not since Harry Truman
has an incumbent president been so
roughly treated by members of his
own party.
Ronald Reagan, who is running for
the GOP nomination, and John
Connally, who's
jogging, openly
question Mr. Ford's leadership talent
and his mental acumen.
LIBERAL AND MODERATE
Republican senators, frustrated by the
Ford drift to the right, hold caucuses
it which the president is the subject of
snickers and excoriation.
Even Vice President Rockefeller,

now that he has removed himself from
the 1976 ticket, seems to damn him
with faint praise.
Matters will get even worse lor Mi
Ford if he hands the Senate the name
of a conservative to succeed William
Douglas on the Supreme Court.
Mr. Ford, as he has said in the past,
would like to put a Nixonian "strict
constructionist" on the high bench.
But if he tries that, liberal-Republicans
are certain to join majority Democrats
in rising up against any attempt to tilt
the court's ideologic balance to the
right.
In this fight, Mr. Ford's debility of
power will be visible for all to see.
Unless he picks a person completely
acceptable to Senate Democrats, he
cannot hope to win confirmation on
his nominee.
Not much can be said in favor of an
imperial presidency. At best, it is a
prop for well-meaning chief executives
who could not govern otherwise. At
worst, it is a weapon for mischief.
Mr. Ford, to his credit, shows no
desire to revive it. But while he relishes
the applause for not being an
imperious president, he also does not
enjoy being treated as an impotent
one.
Copyright, 1975, Universal Press
Syndicate/ Detroit News

returned and clung to the mother."
That idea failing as well. Singer
reports the researchers wrote that they
would make monsters out of real
female monkeys, which they did by
rearing them in isolation, but they
were so nutty they wouldn't have
normal sex relations.
In order to impregnate them to have
babies, which would then be made
into monkey psychopaths, it was
necessary to have recourse to what the
two scientists refer to as "a rape rack."
Doubtless, the men engaged in this
work believed what they were doing
was science, but Singer's data about
the strange and painful death of
several million animals in the labs each
year argues otherwise.
MANY ARE killed and maimed
merely to test the toxicity of products
we might be better off without. How
does one justify blinding thousands of
bunny rabbits by putting bubble
baths, detergents, mascara, nailpolish.
deodorants and zipper oil in their
eyes? That's not science, that's
commerce of a sort.
Of the experiments that do appear
to have some scientific validity, many
turn out to have had no justification-.
For example, in 1880 a certain H.C.
Wood killed a number of rabbits,
pigeons and cats by raising ihe
temperature of their environment The

body, because it would give them a
better chance to get a job. By getting
out in the second or third week of
June, as we do now. most of the
decent jobs have already been taken.
The employers simply cannot sit and
wait for good old Bowling Green to
adjourn for the summer before hiring
summer help.
There is no reason that the
committee could not adopt a proposal
such as the one previously suggested. I
believe that if they put it to a student
vote, the majority of the student body
would agree with me.
Yes. now I am finally through. I
would really like to hear some other
opinions on the issues that I have
brought up in my letter. If you're
there Bowling Green student body,
speak out.
Douglas Marshall
206 Offenhauer West
Editor's Note: University President
Hollis Moore Jr. has approved a
calendar for the 1976-77 year similar
to the one under which we are now
operating.

vegetarians
There arc some misconceptions
about the vegetarian movement.
A vegetarian eats no meat or fish,
believing that the eating of animals is
killing us. or the animals or the
starving of all three.
Meat
has been
named the
number one cause ol cancer, for many
reasons. Carcinogenic female hormones
are given to animals. Cancer causing
sodium nitrate makes meat red in
color. Dead flesh has many limes more
insecticide concentrated in it than
fruits and vegetables because an animal
concentrates DDT, dieldrin. chlordane.
etc. in his tissues.
The average meateater's heartbeat is
72 per minute, compared to 58 for a
vegetarian. The bacteria in meat (a
dead animal) can number as high as
two billion per ounce, causing 97 pei
cent of ihe food poisoning fatalities
yearly.
SLAUGHTERHOUSE SUFFERING
is hidden from us. In Madison. Wise.
1.100 pigs an hour arc goaded onto
conveyor belts with shocking rods.
Vegetarians believe that it is wrong to
cause sultering and to kill other
creatures for our appetites, that it is a
form of human chauvinism. Animals
cannot speak, but they suffer. The
short high shucks in a slaughterhouse
give evidence of intensive suffering.
Meat comes from grain waste. One
pound of meat results from 21 pounds
of food given the animal. Dairy
products require a loss of two to four
pounds of grain per pound of dairy.
Fruit per acre has 32 times the yield
that animal protein has. Thirty-two
fruitarians can live on the same acreage
as one heavy meateater.
Our organization is a non-profit
group in which people work for S5 a
week and room and board. We are
looking for vegetarian activists.
If you are interested in helping, or
want further information or free
vegetarian receipes write the American
Vegetarians at the address below.
Don Wilson
Millie Shriver
Dilip Jani
American Vegetarians
Box 5424
Akron. Ohio 44313

physiological aspects of their death
agonies were duly noted. Ever since,
all over the world that experiment has
been done again and again and always
with the same results. The animals
sweat, go into convulsions and die.
But surely animals are indispensable
for testing drugs destined to save
human lives. Certainly animal tests are
of some help, but Singer points out
that thalidomide was tested on animals
before it was given to pregnant women
with such sad consequences. It did not
produce the same deformities in the
offspring of dogs. cats. rats, monkevs
hamsters and chickens.
"Extrapolation from one species to
another is a highly risky venture."
Singer writes.
"Thalidomide is
harmless to most animals. Insulin, on
the other
hand, can produce
deformities in infant rabbits and mice,
but not in humans.
If a laboratory scientist can be so
taken up by technicalism for its own
sake that he no longer knows that'
animals are not things, what happens
with the doctor who ceases to see a
human being in front of him but only
a patient.
Exit Einstein, enter Frankenstein,
and remember the ancient Chinese
curse: May you survive all thieves and
muggers to die abed attended by .'0
Occidental physicians.

believer
in miracles
On Monday. Nov. 3 in Lot No. 5 I
received a big present Orduurily I'm
not one to question a gift, but in this
case I wish the donor would have left
identification.
You guessed it. . .
the gift that
"made my day" is a huge dent hi the
right door of my car Now. this car
may look like a '72 brown Pinto, but
actually it is my new toy Picture my
fury upon seeing (from three car
lengths away) my "baby" the victim
of an "inadvertaiil" kiss and run.
C'nion now., who did it? Why''
Where did you put the note that giu-s
your name and address'' Check with
your Insurance company It won't cost
you anything to come forward, since
I'm sure the wind blew your note
away.
It's going to cost me SI00 which 1
don't have Really, you did do it, that
dent wasn't there when the car was
parked about 10:45 a.m.. but it was
there at 3:45 p.m. Somebody must
have seen or heard my benefacloi issue
that little goody. How about restoring
my faith in fellow students.
Since this is the season for giving,
how about giving one of the following
a.) Calling me or the Commuter
Center and identifying yourself so our
insurance companies can take care ol
everything.
b.) Calling me or the Commuter
Center without identifying yourself,
but at least explaining why you don't
feel moved to repair the damage It
would remove some frustrations if I
could understand your motives. I
simply don'i want to believe a fellow
commuter goes around crunching cars.
c.) Kindly remitting SI00 This
would pay the SI00 part of ihe
deductable and make me a believer in
miracles.
Mary Patuto
232GrcenlawnDi.
Tiffin. Ohio
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Electric, hydrogen power produced

newsnotes

Prof explores solar energy system
By Martha Moore
Imagine an energy system which uses sunlight 10 produce
electricity and hydrogen power, is ">0 per cent efficient, is
non-polluting and will eliminate other pollution.
It is not as impossible as it sounds and already has been
used with some success in manned spacecraft, according to
Dr. Vakula Srinivasan. associate professor of chemistry here
and director of a research project designed to explore
economical adaptations of the system.
The research project, which began last year, is entitled
"Photosensitized Electrolytic Processes." The research was
made possible by a grant received from the American
Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund Recently an
additional S5.S00 grant
was received to continue
experimentation. Dr. Srinivasan said.
The system uses a specially designed electrode which
reacts to artificial sunlight generated by a xenon arc lamp
It produces hydrogen, a fuel, along with electricity and
oxygen The electrons pass through a wire back into water,
which acts as a battery and creates a voltage
"IT'S LIKE having your cake and eating it too. "Dr.
Srinivasan said. While the energy-producing reaction is
occurring, the system creates no heal, making it <>0 per cent
efficient.
"We don't know if it can be used commercially until we
complete basic research." Dr. Srinivasan said.
Two assistants. Walt Lamb, senior (A&S) and Denise
Podolski. junior (A&S). are assisting Or Srinivasan with the
project. Both are paid and receive college credit for their
work.
Practical applications someday could include use of

individual "power plants" for each home, as well as for
larger facilities such as universities and factories according
to Dr. Srinivasan.
THE PRODUCTION of hydrogen and electneity from
fossil fuels, such as petroleum and coal, still are less
expensive than the photosensitized process, but the search

become

icacheis

or

adimmsiiators on a college
level
Danforth Foundation has
been awarding about 100
fellowships a yeai
since
1952.

according

lo

Dr.

By H.vkic King
Staff Reporter
If you are a left-handed
male and left-handedness
runs in your family, then
you
are
better
than
right-handers
at
solving
visual
puzzles,
following
■nap
directions
and
performing
other
spatial
functions
than
right-handers
The spatial superiority of
familial left-handed males,
as well as other findings,
were revealed in research
done at the University by
associate
professor
of
psychology
Walter
McKecver.

(API

Freshman enrollment at the
naiion's four-year colleges
will drop 23.8 per cent in
the next 15 years, a survey
by
an
educational
consulting turn indicates
The survey predicts that
enrollment at the four-year
schools will be down from
the current I.I million to
836.000 by l<W0.
The
figures
were
contained
in
a
report
developed by Education &
Economics Systems. Inc.. of
Boulder, Colo, and released
today.

Underlying
the
predictions is a drop in the
number ol young people
who will reach college-going
age in 1990, Based on 1973
birth rates, a 23.8 per cent
drop - from 4.22 million to
.1 21 million persons -- is
projected in the nunibei ol
|7-ycar-olds who will foim
the pool from which most
college freshmen will be
drawn in that yeai
BASED ,
population

ON
these
projections,

social
other
predictions
lor

dour
the

findings.

"Most of the evidence up
to this point has shown that
right-handers are better at
special
functions,"
Dr.

hand a person uses most
often, according to Dr.

McKeever
said. But by
studying a homogeneous
subgroup
of
familial
left-handed persons, it was
shown
that
familial
left-handed
males
were
better at performing spatial
functions than other groups
tested.
The
researchers
are
developing
tests
to

RIGHT-HANDERS
are
consistent
in
processing

determine
which
hemisphere of the brain is
better
able
to
process
language
and
spatial
information, then connoci
this infonnalion with the

The grant is loi one year
and supplies tuition, fees
and
living
funds.
It is
renewable until completion
of graduate and doctoral

Nominations are limited
to accredited undergraduate
colleges
and universities.

country's
degree-granting
institutions were outlined in
the survey.
The
school

number of high
graduates will fall

22.3 per cent from 3.16
million to 2.46 million. Not
only wili the number of
students
in high school
decline.
but
the
decades-long trend toward a
hrgher
graduation
rate
among
high-school
age
persons has leveled off in
recent years, according to
other
educational
researchers.

Pfisierer^GIadiettx

information, most of which
is handled by the left half of
the brain. But left-handers
vary in which hemisphere
information is processed,
according to Dr McKeever.
"About two-thirds of the
left-handers are thought to
have language in the left
hemisphere, but the othci
one-third have language in
the right hemisphere," Dr.
McKeever said.
The
research
shows,
according 10 Dr McKeever.
that
familial
left-handed
persons appear to process
visual language material in

material bilaterally,
both heniispluu'N

degrees or for a maximum
of four years.

The number of nominations
Irom each school, ranging
trom two lo four, is based
on
the
undergraduate
population.
A
UNIVERSITY
selection
committee,
consisting
of
faculty
members
who
have
themselves been Danforth
recipients.
sent
questionnaires
and
intervrewed eligible students
who
had
been
recommended
by
a
faculty
member.
seniors
The
four
Deborah
nominated
are
McKenzie
(A&S).
Mark

"Language
much

less

lalcrality

is

predictable

in

left-handers." according to
Or McKeever

McKeever.

the right hemisphere but
process auditory language

Danforth

Audrey
Rentz.
liason officer.

Freshman enrollment
forseen as falling soon
DENVER

faster, he said.
The researchers are not alone in their work, Dr.
Srinivasan noted. Other chemists in places such as the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology also are studying the
problem and will be meeting to collaborate and share

Lefty superiority revealed

Four students considered
for Danforth Fellowship
Four University seniois
have been nominated fot
national considciation lor
rhe Danforth Fellowship, an
award
designed
to
.ml
undergraduates who plan 10

Franco worse

continues for a cheaper means of making the reaction work

or in

The tests used m the
research are mostly visual
tests which rely on using
brief exposures of material,
according to Or McKeever.
IN
ONE
TEST,
a
paiticipant's focus is fixed
on the middle ot a screen.
Objects arc Hashed on the
light and left sides, and the
paiticipant's reaction time
in identifying (he objects is
recorded.

MADRID. Spain (AP) - Gen Francisco
condition
worsened
rapidly
yesterday.
government source said brain activity had
ceased, that Franco's doctors had abandoned
that the 82-year-old general's death was
shortly.

Franco's
A
high
virtually
hope and
expected

Franco's Wife, daughtci and private chaplain rushed to
the hospital, and most of the :<> attending specialists
who treated the general during the last .1-1 da>s were at
Ins bedside.

Trial 'on'
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A federal judge, insisting
"there is no reason people can'i do things fitter," has
refused to delay the Dec 15 tnal of Sara Jane Moore,
charged with trying lo kill President Ford.
'.'There's no reason this case can't go to trial Dee. 15."
said U. S District Court Judge Samuel Conn "Everyone
knows that attorneys don't work front l> to $. They
work 24 hours a day."

Busing issue
WASHINGTON (AP) -■ A proposed coiisiiiuiional
amendment to ban busing of school children icceived a
setback yesterday when the Democratic Caucus refuted
to force the issue to the Mouse floor.
The Democratic Caucus voted 172 1096 lo suppoit a
move by Speaker Carl Albert to table and thereby kill
the anti-busing resolution.

He rioted that he would
like to give these tests to
patients who are on the
unilateral
electro-shock
treatment This treatment
measures, through a scries
ol shocks, which aica of the
brain controls a person's
language processes

zPisaneffos
CALL

352-5166
103 N MAIN

"33,500.000

Unclaimed
Scholarships

Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m-2 a.m.
Free Delivery

Over S33.5UO.OOO iimwd scholarsh.in grants
- JIH'
fellowships ranging Irom S'JO lo SIO(UX) Ci ifni lisi ut
Ihete sources researched and compiled asol Seirt i!> 1975

TONIGHT IS

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11376 Massachusetts Avi-. Los Angeles i ft 900.'5
' I am enclosing S'J 15 plus SI OOloi postagi ami handling

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Addiess
Cily

STUDENT NIGHT. ADMISSION ' 1.2 5
WITH STUDENT I.D.
NOW PLAYING

CINEMA I

_
SttM

Kill then!

Zm

ICll'loil'iU "MtV'Ws l»l"\iSt' ,Ml<l (>". •..t'v\ 1,1« )

Murphy
(A&S),
Holly
Spittler (A&S) and Michael
Weinberger (B.A.)

Buy an
ArtCarved College Ring
Save $50.00 on an
ArtCarved Diamond Ring

IVENINGS AT
7:30-9:30

for your ;
wife,
your
_ children *
and
all the
innocent
iW families •
'

.L

«

murdered.

When you buy an ArtCarved college ring, we'll send you $50.00
towards the purchase of an ArtCarved engagement ring. This
oiler is good any time — wear
your college ring now and enjoy

GEORGE KENNEDY • JOHN MILLS
THE HUMAN FACTOR
R tJ

A HHYANMIIN Hill A! I

these important savings when
you meet that special person
It's a new way ArtCarved helps

CINEMA II

NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS AT
7:15-9:15

you fight the high cost of falling in love.

It's the
same
two dudes
•torn "Uptown
Night

Saturday
but

this trie
they're back
with kid
dyn-o-mite1

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED
SAVE TO V2 PRICE
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS
FOR MEN
ON THE FOUR CORNERS'
Downtown Bowling Gfeen

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Thurs. Nov. 20, 10 AM - 3 PM
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HRA serves as idea outlet
The
Human
Rights
Alliance
(HRA)
is
a
self-education
group
according to second-year
members Robert Dickinson,
junior. (Ed.), and David
Shevin, graduate assistant in
English.
HRA
is a
loose-knit
organization with no formal
membership or officers and
is designed to cooperate
with minority
campus
and

groups on
in
the

future HRA activities.
Shevin
said
he
was
impressed by the turnout at
Monday"s meeting. He said
there were only seven or
eight people at (he group's
organisation meeting last
year.
DICKINSON
said
the
HRA was formed from the
remnants of the campus
Indo-China Peace Campaign
group.

community, they said.
HRA,
beginning
its
second year on campus,
held its first meeting of the
year Monday night with 16
people
attending.
The
meeting was designed to
establish
guidelines
for

"As the group continued
we found that there were
people who had different
interests." Dickinson said.
Shevin said he has found
the HRA to be an outlet for
some new ideas. "It's a
group
that
establishes

direction by need," Shevin
said.
Those
at
Monday's
meeting decided to research
several issues, including:
--the
University
authority structure;
- civil liberties;
- use of guns by campus
police:
■- American
foreign
policy.
Dickinson said he became
active in HRA because he is
interested in human rights.
"There's loo many people
being stepped on here at the
University
and
in
the
outside world," he siad.
LAST YEAR HRA was
involved
with
the Kent

State - May 4 Memorial
Weekend
and
a
letter-writing campaign to
Gov. James Rhodes about
the Kent State shootings,
Dickinson said.
He said HRA spent a
great deal of time last year
trying to obtain monies for
itself.
Shevin said the group
requested S3,500 from the
Advisory
Committee
on
General
Fee
Allocations
(ACGFA) but was refused.
The request was to pay for
such
activities
as
a
newsletter
and
guest
speakers.
Dickinson said the HRA
was not really ready for the
ACGFA presentation last
year.
HRA has set its next
meeting for Dec. I.

A workman transfers the University sign from Hanna Hall to its new location by the

Transplant

Administration Building at the corner of Wooster and Thurstin.
by Dick Kaverman)

INewsphoto

Post offices join in efforts
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Handling

about

15.000

pieces of mail each day. the
University Post Office is
operated
in
conjunction
with both the University
and the US. Postal Service.
John Sockman. dircctoi
of
the
University
Post

Office, said thai the city's
main post office delivers
most mail to residence halls,

on-campus students go to
the University Post Office in
University Hall.

but lliat the University Post
Office
takes
care
of

"For the mam post office
to find a student in a
dormitory is a fantastic

uitra-campus
mail
and
University .mass mailings,
such
as
grades
or
registration information.
Insured
registered

parcels
mail

job,"

Sockman

said,

so

students arc notified that
they must pick up special
deliveries It the University
Post Office.

and
foi

Police seek three men on
attack, exposure raps
A
female
University
student
was
attacked
yesterday on the second

:; -/'.X^a ^-^-4^mt

said she knocked him down

board
in
Ashley
Hall
exposed himself to her. He
is being sought.
Also.
Anne
Sboray

with a hook and both lied
The man is being sought on
chargesOl sexual battery.

floor
of
Ashley
Hall.
Kreischei Quad.
She reported that an
unknown
black
male
followed
her
from
the
University
Bookstore
to

University police received
two reports of indecent
exposure
yesterday
Katherine Elisai (University

Ashley, where he attempted,
to engage in conveisation
and then gijbbed her. She

identification
unavailable)
reported a man standing
behind
(lie
information

(University
identification
unavailable) reported a man
in a car in Lot N called to
her. She said she approached
ihe car and saw the man was
not wearing pants. She fled
and he drove away The
man is being sought.

68? Campus Coupon Spooials!

&k

SOCKMAN
sard
that
campus
mail
can
be
"opened any time, because
it is not official public
mail." An envelope that
"looks suspicious." meaning
that it may contain money,
personal
checks
or
advertising, will be opened,
checked.
maiked
and
relumed, asking that propel
postage he attached.
He said that outgoing
department
mail needing

WHEN

AN

unmarked

oversized envelope passes
through the University Post
Office. Sockman said he
sometimes
calls
the
department
sending
the
Item and asks them about

ihe contents
\t times he opens the
envelope.

checks

the

contents and returns it with
a icqucst for piopcr outer
marking, he said
The
most
frequent

melered postage should not
be
sealed
since
the
envelopes are sealed as ihe\
receive metered postage,
University
envelopes
containing
personal
mail

offense ihe University Posi
Office
deals
with
is

may be sealed, but Sockman
said thai diese envelopes
must have adequate postage

address is noi enough to
insure delivery
Full return addresses are
necessars as well so that
improper l\
addressed
envelopes do noi end up m
the dead Icttei department,
he said
Sockman asked students
to wiap packages secure!)
with
heavy
papei
and
masking tape, He said the
posi office cannot take ihe
responsibillt)
rot insuring
delivery
of
a
poorl)
wrapped package

attached
Otherwise
the
mailing cost is charged to
the
department
whose
envelope is used.
Ovcrsi/cd
envelopes
present another problem,
Sockman said
II printed
material is not designated as
such
in
an
oversized
envelope, first class postage
will be charged instead ol
the less expensive thud class
rate.

insufficient addresses on all
types ol mail, Sockman
said
A name without a
specific domiitor) oi office
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Poollot's

ALL CAMPUS PARTY
WHEN:

WHERE:

SALE

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 2 1. 1975
8 pm - 12:30 nm

THE HYDRAULIC ROOM
2 Bl OCKS SOUTH OF FOUNDERS

on any plants
to

s

o

Thurs. night
5:00 to 8:00

ON THE CORNER OF LEHMAN
& MANVILLE

pizza •subs • spaghetti
1004S. Main, B.G.
Ph. 352-7571

WHAT:

ICE COLD BEER ON TAP
M00 ALL

YOU CAN DRINK

CAMPUS SOUND
ENTERPRISES

Located in the Historic '1880 House'
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Thai-Laotian conflict grows

local briefs
Hearings
The WBGU-FM subcommittee of the Broadcast Policy
committee will hold two open hearings concerned with
programming directions at WBGU-FM. The sessions arc
scheduled from 3-5 p.m. tomorrow and 10-12 a.m.
Saturday in 106 Business Administration Bldg.

Veterans
Veterans and interested students are invited to an
open house at 7:30 tonight in the Cardinal Room.
Union The open house is a combination social hour and
information nighl sponsored by the University Veterans
Association,

BANGKOK.
Thailand
(AP) - Two Thai planes
strafed Laotian positions,
and Thai and Laotian guns
dueled across the Mekong
river border between the
two nations as Thai forces
tried to recover a grounded
patrol boat, reliable reports
from the northeast frontier
said yesterday.
Thai
marines
and
frogmen, working under
cover of darkness Tuesday
night, recovered the body of
a navy man killed aboard
the grounded boat by-

in Bangkok gave this
account of the Mekong river
action:
Three Laotian gunboats
fired on a 30-foot Thai
patrol boat Monday as it
passed between an island
and the Laotian bank of the
river near the Thai border
town of Tha Bor, 325 miles
north of Bangkok.
The Thai boat was
damaged and grounded on
the island One crewman
was killed and several were
wounded. Another Thai
navy boat was sent to the
aid of the grounded boat,

Laotian gunfire, the Thai
military command reported.
But the boat was still
agrcind.
While
the
Bangkok
government tried to play
down the crisis with its
northern
neighbor, the
Laotian
Communist
government in a broadcast
accused Thailand of "brazen
and open violation of Lao
sovereignty" intended to
"create tension along the
Lao-Thai border."
RELIABLE reports from
the scene and Thai sources

Parliament bans racism

Horn ensemble
The University Horn bnsemble will present a concert
at 8 tonight in the Recital Hall. Musical Arts Bldg. The
concert, free and open to the public, will feature
selections by Bach.

Coffeehouse
Union Activities Organization Coffeehouse will
future performances by Michael Lewis from 8-11 pin
tomorrow in the Carnation Room. Union.
The price of admission is 50 cents and coffee and tea
will be served,

Conservation
"Conservation Opportunities and Techniques" will be
the topic of the second session m a series on strategies
for coping with the energy crisis, presented .it ? 30
tonight in Clay High School Auditorium Oregon . Ohio
Foi more information about the series contact Nancy
Miller. 372-02C7

LONDON (API-Special
police, anti-terroi squads
and sniffing dogs scoured
the ancient palace of
Westminster fiom its cellars
to towering Big Ben before
Queen tli/abeth II opened a
new session of Parliament
yesterday.
I'lic search, prompted by
a succession of bombings ill
fashionable parts of London
that have killed eight
persons
since
August,
turned up nothing
The British monarch, in
her addiess from the throne,
promised to rool out
terrorism
In
Northern
Ireland
and
mainland
Britain, give some self-rule
to the nationalist-minded
Scots and Welsh and outlaw
all racial discrimination in
I he kingdom
Hie offet of "Scottish
and

Welsh

assemblies

to

measures
combating
inllation and unemployment
It included measures to
strengthen price, wage and
profit controls, and served
notice that the Labor
government plans to take
over Britain's once-thiiving
airplane and shipbuilding
industries.
The
extraordinary
security
precautions
preceding the arrival of the
royal family for the slate
opening of Parliament had
not been matched since
World War II.

exercise wide governmental
responsibilities" was plainly
designed to head off in
those lands the sort of
bloodshed and destruction
that has spread through
Northern
Ireland since
1061.
POLICE

BLAME

guerrillas of the outlawed
Irish Republican Army for
the
recent
wave
of
bombings here
The heavy program of 2S
bills had a left wing flavor.
Priority
was given to

the
Original
Mother's
Ring-
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ABORTION
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The gilt that captures
forever the memories
she'll never forget..
with a lustrous
synthetic stone of the|
month to mark the
birthday of
each of her children.
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BEER BLAST
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SAT. 9:30-"i

SAT,NOV. 22
8:30 P.M.
TOLEDO
MASONIC
AUDITORIUM
- Phone
419/472-1157
for reservations

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat & air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Informotlon, Coll
352*2*3

Hampton House
705 7th SI.
*ptf person

HOURS:
MON.&FRI. 9:30-8
TUES. - WED. -THURS

but heavy Laotian lire drove
it off.
The Thais moved land
reinforcements to the area,
including two tanks and
armored
vehicles.
The
attempt to recover the body
and the boat continued
Tuesday, with the Thais
firing howitzers across the
river into Laos and the
Laotians firing mortars and
machine guns
TWO
PROP-DRIVEN
Thai T28s strafed the
Laotian positions for about
I 5 or 20 minutes. The Thais
also used a small artillery
spotter plane. The fighting
stopped after the body of
the navy man was recovered
early yesterday.'
The Laotian government
broadcast a different version
of the incident It said thiec
Thai patrol boats made
three attacks on the Laotian
shoreline and hamlets along
it but were driven off. It
claimed one of the boats
was sunk and the Thais were
forced to abandon the other
two.
The broadcast also said
three Thai planes attacked
Laotian territory, and Thai
I05mni howitzers fued on
two different areas of Laos.
But it said the only
casualties were three watet
buffalo

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ALPHA PHI
ACTIVES:
RENEE BERRY
DEBORAH BYERS
BETH CONROY
DONNA DELUSE
EILEEN EVANS
ELLEN FITZGERALD
DONNA GERVINSKI
CHRIS CHIZAS
MARSHA HEYDINGER
LYNDA HOLZMAN
KAREN KRONAUGE
JEAN PALM
JANET PERRY
NANCY REBER
SUSAN SCHEIDER
KATHY SCHWELLER
LORAN STARR
SANDY WHITE
KATHLEEN YAWBERG

CONGRATS
TO ITS NEW OFFICERS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

OPEN
4:30 p.m. to 1:00 o.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

PRESIDENT
V. PRES.
G.M.C.
SECRETARY
STEWARD
RUSH
PLEDGE TRAINER
SOCIAL
IFC
HOUSE MANAGER
SCHOLARSHIP
GUARDS
PUBLIC REL.
LIL. SIS
ALUMNI
BA
BA (2)

DAN PONTON
MICK HUNTER
BILL HUEGEL
DAVE BELDEN
GARY DANISKA
DEWEY PATTERSON
JIM ZtLLER
DAVE PUMPA
GORDON SAYRE
TRACEY BEHRMAN
JACK BINDEL
BURKY & GEORGE
JIM MACKO
DARGIN & BRAND
BLAZE
GARFIELD
DEWEY PATTERSON

352-5221
The Domino People are Pizza People,
period.
STUDENT OPINION SURVEY OF FACULTY EVALUATIONS
RETURN THIS TO THE BG NEWS
YES NO

4. Do you think tha forms for evaluating teachers should be used for more
than one purpose - or should your evaluations be just between you and tha
teacher'?
(a) Just between ma and my professor
(b) Should be used by the administration, too, for determining salaries,
tenure, and promotions.
6. Could your •valuation of a course help a friend in making choices of
courses to take?
6. Have you been helped (in the past) by your evaluation of your
professors?
7. As far as you know, are all of your professors required to have you
evaluate their courses?

Comments:

DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD

an

Feel free to attach any additional pages of opinion, in the event that the questionaira
doeen't give you room enough to express all your ideas.

MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING

FOR FALL
EOB FULLY FURNISHED APTS

Bucfcty* HouM 649 6th Si
Birchwood Pl.ce 650 6th St
Ml Vtrnon 602 6th St

Oftic* Hn 9 12 and 1-5 - 152-9176

i6i6E.woosTER

1. Do your •valuations of your teachers aid in th« improvement of their
teaching?
2. Do your profeaaor* mm to take your evaluation of their courses
seriously?
3. Do tha forms you have filled out (evaluating your professors) seem to
give information which could be compared with information regarding other
professors

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

*

30 MINUTE DELIVERY

KAPPA
SIGMA

Nine parking spaces on
campus specifically
are
designated for students with
physical disabilities. The
marked places, located in
lots
near
classroom
buildings, are large enough
to
a c c 11 m o d a t c
whcelchair-to-cai liansfers.
All spaces ire reserved 24
hours a day foi handicapped
students. Thc\c students
must icgister then cais with
parking services and display
both
I'liivcisity
and
handicapped deeds.on then
vehicles
Handicapped visitors who
wish to park in these spaces
should
stop
at
the
University
information
booth lo pick up a
temporals sticker.
Any
vehicle
not
displaying the proper, decals
will receive .1 110 parking
ticket

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

^r* ^r* *»* 1^ *P» ^r* t* *T* 1* ^r* *f* *r* ^f* ^r* *T* Jf* ^r* *T*

SUN —THURS
FRI — SAT

Parking lots
aid students

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
now leasing
Outstanding f»atur«s such as:
e Fully finished apis
• i c i- i

with (new sofa 4 choirs)

|.is an conditioning b heating with individual apt

controls
a 1 bdrm starling at J165, (urn. or unfurl),
a Gas equipped laundry aiea available m each apt bldg
e Patio (KtM with grills available for each bldq

Clubhouse facility with indoor heated pool,
color TV lounge, billiards & ping pong

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
• S) Nopol.on Id Suit* S

•». 161414a or 191-tira

Otflc* ffflnBally Ml a II

ea<re**<HHHHHHHHHre»**e< mwm>

I LOOK it THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LASALLE*S
UNDER $10
ACCESSORY
ANNEX SALE
Better Jewelry

ACROSS
1 Silica
7 Knightly
adventure
12 Dawns
14 Hedgehog
16 Type of fuel
17 Tropical lizard
18 Chemical
compound
19 To pray: It.
21 British money,
old style: Abbr.
22 Lid
23 Full of vigor
26 Small monkey
26 Examines
28 Opera role
29 Metal plate
30 Father, in
Biblical days
32 Mandrills
34 Misrepresent
36 Mother-of-pearl
37 Competiton
39 Cloister dweller
40 Dwelling
41 Bachellerhero
43 Baglike parts on
plants

V2 off

regular price
Such items as boxed sterling
pendants, pierced earrings,
nothing chains, brand
name jewelry, pearls

47 Brownish purple
48 Charles
,
grandfather of
Charlemagne
50 Jones' partner
51 Labor gp.
52 Girl of song
53 Giraffelike
animal
S5 Horse
S7 Flightless bird of
New Zealand
69 High praise
60 Certain looks
61 Hurry!, in

39 Phenomena of the
solar system

Shakespeare's
day
62 Talks back

42 Convey

44 Bobbing up and
down
46 Facsimiles
46 Type of cheese
48
time (often)
49 Cornea into view
62 Playing marbles
64 Asian monkeys
66 Genus of
cattle
58 Aunt: Sp.

DOWN
1 Island in
Formosa Strait
2 Not ready for
harvest
3 "Rulewith
of iron"
4 Part of a stair
5 Element in
Chinese names
6 Queen of
Palmyra, circa
270 A.D.
7 Riding whip
8 Drive on
9 Old French coin
10 "Pale hands I
loved beside the

■

J- J"

27 French menu
item
29 "
For All
Seasons"
31 111 humor
33 Three
34 Tippling
35 Able to be called
forth

37 French express
train

31
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13 Laboratory

product
• 16 Luwest points
20 In its present
condition
24 Spanish
card game
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11 Cassiterite
12 Glide on ice

«SWB TO rtfYINS HM

38 Major cycle of
days

■

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

I THINK

t I

T-SHRTSi°opi.»,

2.99

SCARVES «*>•*•«

2-3.00

SHAWLS «>p->

5.99

DtCKES *0p.ece,

2.99

JUMOR LEATHER PURSES

SMALL FABRIC PURSES »<*«

3.99

LARGE CANVAS TOTES

7.99

»»*«

KNEE SOCKS, NYLON, 9-11

«».—•

.99

MARCHONESS PANTY HOSE '«■*-

.59

»ww

CLaSSIFIED ~«®fc~

CAMPUSCALENDAR

1 m. rmmle. wtr. only, own
rm., all util. pd. 352-7422.

Thursday. November 20, 1975
BGSU Judo Club meeting Rm. 201 Hayes Hall, 4-6 p.m.

PERSONALS

Student Veterans Assoc. meeting Cardinal Rm., Union,
7:30 p.m.

Those ADPi's are gellm'
ready
to
roar,
THE
RAMPANT LION is almost
at the door. This Saturday
night from 8 till 1, guys and
boogie and booze on the
run.

The Way meeting Faculty Lounge, Union. 8 p.m.
OSIRIS Seminar Rm. 220 Math-Sci. Bldg.. 4 p.m.

SHEER-TO-THE-WAIST PANTYHOSE «»«*"•--.59
BODY SUITS 100 Pi.-

2.99

Univeisity Performing Dancers meeting 6:30-5:30 p.m.
Rm. 302 Women's Bldg.
BGSU Kaiate Club: Goju-Kai practice session 7-9 p.m.
South Gym, Women's Bldg.
Active Christians Today Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 2
p.m.

LEOTARDS wo pi—

2.99

SANDALS i56pi.c.

.99

GLOVE SCRAMBLE «•»*KNTT HATS

.99-4.99

120

""»

1.99

assorted sizes, styles

$4"- $6

99

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Open Thursday and Friday 9:45 - 9:00
Saturday 9:45 - 5:30
Annex (behind the main store)

Perfect Christmas Gifts
at affordable prices

Experts at fixing todays
modem shoes fast work
with
guarantee.
Shoe
Repair, 131 S. Main. Next
to Bakery.

'73 MG Midget, $2000 or
best offer. 372 1437. 3-7
p.m.
Sun Lamp
3521123.

w/4

ft.

arm.

20" Kalkhoff folding bike.
3
spd..
coaster
brake.
Headhte mcl. 1 yr
old.
great foi apts. 109 Kohl.
2-1358.
Mamiya/Sekor
500DTL
F,2.0 Vivitar Auto Zoom
90-230.
both
for
only
200.00. 352-2873.
Pioneei SA 9100 Stereo
amp. II* yr
old. $250.
372-1085

Lady's replace those 29 cent
bottoms on your $29 shoes
For $2.99 up with good
material. Shoe Repair, next
to Lasalles.

71 TR-6 best offer over
$1999 Call 1-865-6252.

PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
'76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 20086.

Pr.
Bose
equilizer.
sacrifice.
352-5128.

1 rmmte. $10/wk. no lease
or deposit. Super nice place.
352-1123.

We
service: motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers,
Dishop Motors, 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

'72
2402
Datsun.
Mechanically sound. Owner,
moving
must
sell
Call
352-5547 after 5 wkdays.

LOST: Please return my
black pup by Art Bldg.
352-5050.

1
female
roommate
winter-summer
70/mo.
Walking distance to campus.
352-5623.

JAMES
BRADFORD
THOMAS CLARK: Long
time no see! 2-1534.

68 Ford XL Conv; new
tires, brakes, exhaust. A
gem at $175 oi best offer
Call Jeff, 372-4941

LOST:
Ti
M-Sci. Lib.
2-1307.

SR-11
Calc.
Reward. Call

1 f. rmmte. wnt. qtr. Own
bdrm.,
bath.
352 1959
before 10 p.m.

LOST: $75 reward for lost
(red) female Irish setter
Please return. 823-6445.

1 f. rmmte. needed to sublet
apt. w/2 others wnt/spr. qtr.
Call 352-1388.

Only four days to go...So
littles get psyched, For the
Alpha
Phi
BIG
HUNT...Monday
Night.
Love, Your Bigs.

LOST:
glasses.

1 female roommate winter
quarter,
own
bedroom,
cheap. 352-3996.

?IDE§
Rides available to Buffalo
lor Thanksgiving break; call

Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues..
Wed
Thurs
6:30-9:30
p.m.,'352-6236.

Ride needed to Chicago
weekend o( Nov. 21 Please
call Kathy, 372-4883.

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

352-5384.

Need ride lo O.S.U. Friday
Nov. 21 aftei 2. Will pay.
Laurie. 2-5983.
Ride needed to Purdue lor
Thanksgiving call 2-3337.
LOST AND FOUND

Door buster special:
Trafalgar pants and tops,

OO

sm&

8.99

OOP*«.

PAUL!
\

Gold
wire
rim
Reward. 352-0186.

LOST: Gold watch in front
of U. Hall. Call 21020.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

Need 1 f. rmt. wtr. Cheap!
Close to campus. 353-6363.

Burger Chef now hiring day
& night help. Apply at
Buiger Chef.

1
m.
rmmte.
to
sub.
wtr./spr.
qlrs.
Campus
Manor. 352-0964 after 6.

SERVICES OFFERED

Needed 1 female rmmt. win.
qtr.
Unique atmosphere.
$50/mo. 215 E. Merry St.
Call Lynne. 352-8938.

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Woosler.
352-2142.

901
speakers,
stands,
must
$400.00.
Call

1,2, or 3 m. rmmtes. 851
Napolean
Rd.,
No.39.
Cherry Hill.

Alterations done my home.
480 Lehman Apt. 107. Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

M. rmmte. wtr./spr. xross
from
Towers.
$74/mo.
352-2393.

Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
E mpa-Emot ional
and
material
pregnancy
aid.

M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others, wtr/spr. qtr.
Good location. 352-6616.

Thanks so much Phi Psi's
for such a great tea! Love,
The Alpha Phi's.
We wish you happiness and
congratulations
on
your
engagement
Carol!
Love,
Your Alpha Phi Sisters.
Little Vicky, you're the best
little,
most
outstanding
pledge and my best friend.
How lucky can an Alpha
Chi Omega big get! Love,
Big Beth.
We're so happy to have the
"Rootin Tootin" Twenty.
Love, Alpha Xi's.
Dig this Addidas & athletic
shoes can be rebuilt at the
heel & toe tip for $4.99.
New soles, too. $ave Shoe
Repair. 131 S. Main next to
Lasalles.
FOR SALE

Live Wires acoustic case &
guitar $95. 352-3263.
10 spd. good cond. 1 yr
old. 7500. Call 352-8810
after 3.
4
ft.
Blacf<
light
with
fixture. Call 352-5840.
Used dishwasher, still under
warranty, 352-1639 after 6
p.m. & on wkends.
FOR RENT
1-bed. turn. apt. to sublse.
wtr/spr. qtrs. 170/mo. 3rd
St. Call 352-5663
Sublease: Single room for
female
student.
Good
location Ph. 352-6684.
GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS. Now renting 1 & 2
bdrm. apts. and effec. furn
or unfurn. ALL UTILITIES
PAID Ph. 352-1195. 12-6
p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
Single
room
for
male
student Near campus wtr.
4 spr. qtrs. Ph. 352-7365.

Have something to buy or sell?
Get a B.G. News Classified ad,
and get results!

J
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Senate debates
union picket bill
WASHINGTON (API - The Senate moved yesterday
toward final passage ol a controversial bill greatly
broadening authority of building Hades onions to picket at
construction sites.
The measure was being considered undei j limited debate
motion adopted Tuesday which allotted one hout ol debate
to each Kitatoi and restricted the efforts ol the hill's foes
to maintain their opposition to it,
The bill would settle a 25-yen controvert) b) allowing
the unions lo try lo close down an entire construction sue
even though they base ,i dispute with Otll) one
subcontractor.
Tied to the bill it a second majoi provision to set up
new machinery to ti\ lo bring qtlickei and less mllauoiurs
settlement of labor disputes In ihe construction Industry
PRESIDENT FORD has said he will sign both proposals
if they reach him at Ihe same lime
He has nude clear he will nol approve Ihe picketing
legislation unless the measure seeking lo improve collective
bargaining in the mdusin also is passed
The House has passed both proposals as separate bills \
filibuster in Ihe Senate Igainsl Ihe bill had delayed action.
An unofficial i.iliv showed
yetterda) that organized
labor gave more than Si million m 1974 political donations
to many senators who voted lo end in* fillbuslei bj
limning debate.
Computer printouts tiom Common Cause, i citizen
lobby, gave this picture of the 6? senators who voted lo
end the filibuster. 26got unionmone) totaling SI,403,504
during the 1974 election season 01 Ihe :~ who voted
against ending ihe filibuster, live gol labor donations
totalling $44350

Butterfingers

Pam Trumbull. freshman (H&CS). discovers Ihe difficulty of
handling elusive pigskin during a game outside the Administration

New rape amendments
make prosecution easier
By Joan Tharp
Recent amendments to
Ohio's rape laws now make
it easier for a woman lo
prosecute a rapist, according
to Julia Casey, a Toledo
attorney.
The first hurdle the
woman faces after being
raped is reporting the enme
to the police. Often this
task would keep many
women troni repotting rape.
due
to
extensive
questioning by police. Casey
said.
The new law attempts lo
make this procedure less
painful emotionally, she
explained. If the victim
desires,her attorney may be
present during the police
questioning specifically "to
protect her honor." Casey
said.
In addition, the new
statute says costs of a
medical examination of the
victim will be paid for by
the county or state It also
requires police to inform
the vun
about disease
protection. Casey said
CASEY also Mid pending
legislation will provide for
iapc squads within law
enforcement agencies. Such
squads mostly staffed by
women, will give the victim
the opportunity to report
the rape to a female
Some victims would be
more willing to report the
crime. Casey said, if they
could do so to another
woman.
Casey said the reason
police arc suspicious of
reported rapes is because
more often than not, those
reported are unfounded
rapes.
"In general, police have
their
reasons for their
suspicions," she said, adding
that if all actual rapes were
reported, such suspicions
would
decrease because
police would see "too much
of the real thing."
The new rape statute
makes it illegal for the
victim's past sexual life to
be brought up in court,
unless the judge finds it to
be relevant to the specific
case. This decision is made

in the judge's chambers, out
of the jury's hearing, with
both attorneys arguing the
relevancy of such malenal.
Casey explained.
Evidence such as previous
sexual relations with the
accused tapist would be
allowed incourt. she added.
THE SAME stipulations
apply to the defendent's
past
sexual
activity,
according lo llic new law. If
the rapid lakes the stand 10
testify.
then
relevant
evidence from his past can
be brought up in order to
determine
if
either
a
pattern, motive or intent
can be established. Casey
said
Evidence such as opinions
about the victim or her
reputation
cannot
be
entered, she said unless the
judge decides it is relevant
to the case
Under the new law. the
victim need not prove
physical resistance to rape.
If fnghtencd hy the threat
of harm, the victim need
not
resist in order to
successfully
prosecute,
Casey said
Although a woman still
cannot
prosecute
her
husband for rape, she can
prosecute if a divorce action
is pending or if legally
separated
by
written
agreement.
Casey
said.

Pending
actions
foi
ar.:iulmeni. dissolution and
alimony also apply
UNDER THE statute,
lape involves engaging in
sexual
conduct
with
someone noi the spouse of
the offender by compelling
them to submit to a sexual
act by force, the threat ol
fore*
or
drugging.
Compelling a victim of less
than 13 years of age also
constitutes rape. Casey said

Sexual conduct is defined
by the statute as either
vaginal or anal Intercourse,
fellatio
or
cunnilingus.
regardless of vex of the
offendei
Casey said the most
impoitanl thing the victim
can do alter being raped is
"give
fresh,
immediate
evidence end be willing to

Building (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Think orange.

THE MEASURE would overturn a I'M SupremeCoutl
decision holding thai .r building trades union could picket
only the tubcontracloi with whom II has a dispute.
The construction unions contend ihai under iins dei ision
they do nol have Ihe same rights is Industrial union- 10 lljl
to shut down the enure enterprise where the dispute has
arisen and that lluis ihev cannot effective!) bung lo beat
their right to strike.

TONIGHT ONLY!!!

piosecule "
"You are protecting your
sisier by prosecuting," she
added.

CONGRATULATIONS
GOTO
THE NEW
ALPHA XI
ACTIVES
DENISE BREEM

CINDY HELLWEGE

NANCY DACKIN

KAREN KOLMACIC

SHARON D1EDRICK

KATHY LETIZIA

HOLLY FERRIS

MARY McCOLLISTER

MARY KAY GAMOBCIK

ELIZABETH NAPP

CHRISTIE GROVER

LUANN SHOUP

ANN THAI II.

Love,

Vl Price on all
PIZZA & SUBS
■ alcon I izza
516 E. Wooster
From

5:00 p.m. To 9:00 p.m.
This offer not good on Deliver
Call ahead forPick-Ups

352-1506

THE SISTERS

* 1.2 5- ALL SEATS-* 1.2 5
FRI.- SAT.
CINEMA I
MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL

JBL's
Century 100

HWW*

The most successful loudspeaker ever
made, and it's not even an original. It's a
copy. JBL stole it from the leading maker of
professional recording studio monitors: JBL.
Oiled walnut. Dimensional grille in colors
like Ultra Blue, Russet Brown or Burnt Orange.
Beautiful. $318

OPEN 11 30
SHOW 12:00

Naughty is nice!

CO. —. c«»«a M.,u,. ..„ i,

Write to
the editor

They need You,... no*...
& youuu^

ABORTION

NO ONE
UNDER

$12500
TOLL FREE 9 •.!».■ 1C ,
I-I00-4M3M0

17
MVIVB COLOR

ADMITTED

248 SOUTH MAIN
352-4745

By Hill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcon icers
rip Western

KALAMAZOO. Midi. - The Falcon skaters shattered the
Western Michigan University (WMU) jinx last night with a
6-2 victory in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
(CCHA) opener for both teams.
The game, which was the first road contest of the season
for the Falcons, gained a mark of revenge for two Bronco
victories last year.
Western is now 2-1 on the season, while the Falcons will
sport a 5-0 record when they open a weekend series with
eastern power RPI tomorrow night at the Ice Arena.
THE BRONCOS broke out to an early 2-0 lead in the
first period by keeping play mostly in the BG zone of the
Ice Arena.
The Falcons were outshot. 13-7. in the opening period

and didn't get their first shot on Western's goalie Steve
Roth until Jack Laine ripped the flap shot at the 10:56
mark.
The Broncos opened the game scoring at 6:45 when
Steve Smith beat BG goalie Al Sarachman on a two-on-one
breakaway from winger Tim Dunlop. The WMU score was
the first short-handed goal scored on the Falcons this
season.
ONLY 14 seconds after Laine went to the penalty box
on a hooking call, Western scored the third power play goal
on BG this season when Mark Beach assisted defenseman
Neil Smith at 18:06.
Bowling Green turned the game around in the second
period with three goals within a span of 3:54 and a late
score.
Right wing Tom Esper slipped a backhand shot past
Roth at 3:46 from Rich Nagai and John Markell. Markell

moved into the "red" line center spot for freshman Mark
Wells in the period.
Dave Easton caught Roth out of the goal crease to score
from John Mavity and linemate Byron Shut! at 5:45 and
Markell hit one home on Espcr's and Tom Thomas at 7:00.
Esper scored again to increase the BG lead to 4-2 at the
17.23 mark on the power play from Markell and Wells.
With the second-period blitz, the Falcons have not
outscored their opponents. 20-1 in the middle stanza
Bowling Green added two insurance goals in the final
period Mike Hartman scored from Bruce Newton at I 24
and Nagai beat Roth at 4:44 with assists coming from
Markell and Esper.
The local skaters, who were uutshot in the game 36-27.
received word from the NCAA following the game that
freshman center Tom Newton has been ruled eligible to
play the remainder of the season.

Lifting keys Studer's success
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
There are three things
unique
about
Falcon
football
center
Steve
Studer.
He collects exotic iguanas
and piranhas, drives a
beat-up Ford
truck and
lifts a lot of weights.
Collecting
odd-looking
pets isn't a si range hobby to
most animal connoisseurs
and
driving
dilapidated
trucks is a living for some
people.
But lilting weights puts
Studer in a class by himself.
You might say he's the
500-pound jerk at BG!
The senior has reached a
peak of 420 pounds and
won't consider stopping
until
he
achieves
a
500-pound bench-press goal.
"I HOPE lo reach about
500 pounds by spring,"
Studci said. "It's kind of a
hobby for me. Some say
lifting weights is only for
football, but I don't lift as

much during the season as I
do when the season's over."
Studer
credits
his
extensive
weight-lifting
program with giving him
confidence in playing. The
former
Massilion
Washington standout also
noted that he rarely has
been wided out in the four
years that he's played at
BG
"I
BELIEVE
in
weightlifting because I feel
more
confident
with
strength,'.'
the
52-inch
chested performer said. "I
can honestly say that I
haven't had any battles
where I've been beaten bad.
Larry Faulk from Kent
Stale gave nic a good battle
last year, but as far as the
best player I have ever
played
against. Cousino
(Brad, from Miami) had to
be the best. He hit really
hard."
Studer,
finishing
a
brilliant injury-free career,
will become the 19th player

in BG grid history to letter
four years.
"Stu" and kicker Don
Taylor played their first
game at Purdue in 1972 in
the
Falcons' memorable
17-14 win and haven't
missed a game since. The
last players to letter four
years
were
Gordon
Ackerman (I947-S0) and
Jack Woodland (1946-49),
the latter a member in the
University athletic hall of
fame.
The 240-pounder has no
secret to his success. As a
prime
candidate
for
first-team all-Mid-Amcrican
Conference (MAC) honors.
Studer credits teamwork on
the
offensive
line
for

producing
another
1000-yard runner in Dan
Salee; this year. He also
credits
the
runners
themselves.
"IT'S HARD lor an
offensive lineman to get
glory behind the scenes,''
Studer said. "1 don't have
any hard feelings, though
We've (linemen) done a
good job. but we've got real
good dcpih in the backfield
We have good runners in
Preston (Dave) and Saleet,
but Gause (Jim). Parker
(Andre)
and
Marcus
Johnson have done a great
job.
"Las! week we played
one of our best games We

had three guys with 100
yards and Johnson had a lot
too"'
Studer
recalled
"That's a good compliment
for the offensive line when
you get that many yards foi
the team "
Studci warns to keep on
weightlifting. He said he
would like to ny his skill at
poweililting and compete
with -ihe University lifting
dub
"Before I nevei had much
time in the off-season to do
anything We (the Mam)
eithei
had training or
something else came up. Bui
with football done. I would
like
in
I r>
that
(powerliliinc) "
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Coach wants stadium filled
Editor's note: The
following is the third in a
four-part series about fan
attitudes toward Bowling
Green's football program.

Falcon center Steve Studer

By Mike Lesko

Injuries hurt cagers
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
Injuries 10 three varsity
players has put ■ crimp on
plans
for
the
Falcon
basketball leam's annual
kittuquad game tonight.
The format foi the Hall
of Fame game, sel foi 7:30
p.m. in Anderson Arena, is
still uncertain and will not
be decided upon until late
I Ins afternoon.
"We're still gonna play
it." Falcon head coach Pal
Hale) aid yesterday, "hut
we iloii'i know how we will
go aboul ii because of Ihc
injuries."

Dave Sutton are sidelined
with Injuries, leaving the
i.iism
squ.id with nine
available player]
Sophomore Greg Kampe
still is performing with the
Falcon football team and
will mil begin practice mini
Monday.
Richardson and Arnold
•re both suffering knee
problems
while
Sutton
sustained a bad shouldei
Injury m Monday's practice
and still cannol lift Ins arm.
Haley said lie was hoping
all ihree performers would
be ready foi loniglit'sganie.
but then availability won't
he known mini right before

game lima
SENIOR
CAPTAIN
Andre Richardson, senior
John Arnold and iiinior

PLANS CALL lor die
Oiange squad to be led by
f>°- sophomore post man

Intramural notes
Applications for winter quarter women intramural sports
leaders are now available in 201 Women's Building These
are paid positions in basketball, handball, i.icketball and
curling.

•*•

Women interested in becoming an intramural dorm
representative can sign up in 201 Women's Building.

•••
Entries for handball and rackctball mtramurals now arc
available in 201 Women's Building Applications must be
returned by Dec 5. Intramurals will be played at 8:30 and
9:30 Tuesday evenings beginning Jan. 20.

THE
FABULOUS 5 0$
REVISITED
SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 22
8:30 PM IN COMMONS CAFE.
ADMISSION
1 CAN OF FOOD

Ron
Hammye,
6-5
sophomore forward Norvain
Morgan and <>-3 jumoi
college transfer Tonnm
Hams.
Arnold, sophomore Jim
Fccklcy.
5-11
freshman
Jerry
Hunlei
and (>-4
freshman
Tony Kaunas
from the junior varsity
round out the Orange unit.
Richardson is scheduled
to lead the While team,
along with Sutton and 6-5
junior forward Dan Hipsher.
Junior
college
Iransfci
Chuckle
James.
o-6
freshman Clarence "Bird"
Jackson and rookie guaids
John Fitzpatrick and Biuce
Heldt. a junior varsity
membei complete the Wluie
squad
should the three injured
play ers be ruled out of
action tonight. Haley said
he would combine the ihree
scholarship
freshmen
(Jackson,
Hunter
and
Fitzpatrick) with the JV
squad to play against the
rest
of
the
varsity
peifoimers.
Tickets for the game are
50 cents for students and SI
for adults. The gates will
open at 6:30 p.m.

The
Mid-American
Conference (MAC) football
doubleheader at Cleveland
Stadium last month was
drawing lo a close when one
of the spectators spotted a
bannci dangling from the
upper deck which read,
"You've Gotta Believe."
Whai
the
fans were
requested to believe was not
immediately known, but if
ii was that the attendance
was
exceedingly
disappointing, no sign was
needed. It was painfully
obvious to everyone there
Although
Cleveland
Stadium holds more than
80.000 people, only 11.107.
bothered to show up for the
doubleheader. Even more
startling was the fact that
only 1,400 advance tickets
were sold at BG.
Even though none of the
other three schools involved
sold more tickets than BG,
it is still a sad commentary
for a university that has an
cniollment of more than
15/000 and, at the time, had
an unbeaten team.
THE DOUBLEHEADER
although
an
extreme
example, is only part of the
somewhat unusual situation
at Bowling Green. With a
competitive team in 1974,
the average attendance was
less than 13.000 and there

was only one crowd in
excess of 14,000 in a
stadium that officially seats
23.272.
This season, with a team
of championship caliber, the
average
attendance
was
undei
16,000-still
not
overly exceptional-and only
the Miami game attracted a
capacity crowd.
The
encounter
with
Toledo this year drew over
lo.OOO. which is not an
outstanding figure when
you're speaking .perhaps, of
BG's
biggest
traditional
rival.
Yet it is a befuddling
problem because Bowling
GrMn fans have chosen lo
show up in exorbitant

even though the first game
was played before school
started.
"The student body gave
us fantastic support for the
Miami game," Nehlen said.
"I know kids can't do that
every week but that would
sure help our team if they
did.
But I think our
students are as good as
anyone's. I like Bowling
Green kids. I think they're
super.
"I think we have the best
crowds in the MAC," he
continued, "even though we
don't like to admit it
because the crowds in our
league haven't been good
this year-even in Miami.
That really bothers me."

SPONSORED BY KOHL HALL

The Falcon coach admits
that the BG crowds are not
the loudest he has ever
heard, yet he does not think
il is their responsibility lo
cheer.
"OUR CROWDS usually
are not real enthusiastic."
he noted. "Sometimes they
don't seem like Ihey want
to unwind. They're sort ol
sophisticated to a certain

1971, the home contest
with
Toledo
drew
26,860 -an MAC single-game
record at the time. In 1972.
the Falcons played before
218.827 persons on their

io-g.imc ichedule-a MAC
season
record
since
surpassed by Miami.
And. as recently as 1973.
BG home games twice
attracted crowds of more
than 22.000 oeoole
BOWLING GREEN head
football coach Don Nehlen
understandably wishes more
people would show up for
the games.
"I didn't think we had
real good
turnouts in
L974," he explained, "but I
thought we had pretty
decent support this year.

YET
NEHLEN
is
somewhat mystified that
Bowling Green's continual
success in football doesn't
draw even more students
than it has.
"You would think the
fact that the team has had
winning seasons 20 out of
the last 21 years would
attract more students." he
said.
"There are very few
schools in the country that
can say that. I think maybe
Bowling Green people have
come to the point where
ihey
think
winning is
easy-and it's not," Nehlen
said. "Everybody tries as
hard to win as we do. And
to continue to win is very

degree. I guess you might
say
"Bui I think cheering has
lo come from within." he
observed "Some people just
aren't
like
that
Thai
doesn't mean they're noi
behind llieu team Some
coaches yell a loi and some
coaches don't
Bui that
doesn't mean Ihe guy who
yells a lol is any bet lei than
the guy who doesn't "

Like hci husband. Mis
Don Nehlen would like lo
see the stadium filled .is
much as possible.

CLASSES
GOT YOU DOWN??

numbers on occasion. In

TRAPPED BY LONG
HOURS OF STUDY???
NEED SOME HELP????
If you have any questions or want
more information, call the

Reading Center
372-2551 (ext. .3 25).
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PIZZA OVEN
1420 E. Wooster Street

PH. 352-2329
Free Delivery with min order
ot SI 50

- FEATURING Ch«r ErOHM SiiiKs and

LAW SCHOOL

CROPS
Full Courts Family
Olnn«r
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Opin Tvti. thru Sat. 7:30-*

is difficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Tat
is ont of the most crucial factors dattrmining one's
acceptance to or rajaction from law school. A good
core on the LSAT is a must!
Wa otfar you tha opportunity to taka part in two full
days of systematic analysis of all phases of tha LSAT.
Increase your score by participating in this compranensive preparation.
For information, writs or call now.

Mush roc mi
P»pp»roni
So. nog a

Sunday! 7:30-7:00

412 EASTWOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

|
LSAT METHODS, Inc.
11465 Springfitld Pika Suit. 6
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(613) 772-1110

Closed Monday
4.2 East Wooit.r

^
^

SUBS Hot &- Cold
*
*

{

BEER WILL BE SERVED

ALL PROCEEDS GO
TO CHARITY

difficult. Anytime we can
get help from the students
or anyone. I know we'd sure
accept it."
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